Early Literacy Practices for CLSD
What We Know About Early Language & Literacy Development

Reading and writing development begins in the first three years of life and is closely linked to a child's earliest experiences with books and stories. The interactions that young children have with such literacy materials as books, paper, and crayons, and with the adults in their lives are the building blocks for language, reading and writing development.
Early Literacy Does Not Mean Early Reading

Our current understanding of early language and literacy development has provided new ways of helping children learn to talk, read, and write. But it does not advocate "the teaching of reading" to younger and younger children.

Formal instruction which pushes infants and toddlers to achieve adult models of literacy (i.e., the actual reading and writing of words) are not developmentally appropriate.
What Infants & Toddlers Can Do

Early literacy recognizes that language, reading, and writing evolve from a number of earlier skills. Early literacy skills are essential to literacy development and should be the focus of early language and literacy programs. By focusing on the importance of the first years of life, we give new meaning to the interactions young children have with books and stories.
Oral Language

Oral language is often called a "bedrock" of reading and writing. Students' comprehension of spoken language is a defining factor for their reading comprehension — the ultimate purpose of reading — as well as for writing ability. Oral language has numerous dimensions; two that are particularly important for the development of literacy are vocabulary and syntax. There is no one set time in the literacy block for working on language. Development of language occurs throughout all three components of the literacy block and throughout the school day. Language develops through high-quality interactions between students and teachers as well as through explicit instruction.
Oral Language Components

The **phonological component** involves the rules for combining sounds. Speakers of English, for example, know that an English word can end, but not begin, with an -ng sound. We are not aware of our knowledge of these rules, but our ability to understand and pronounce English words demonstrates that we do know a vast number of rules.

The **semantic component** is made up of morphemes, the smallest units of meaning that may be combined with each other to make up words (for example, paper + s are the two morphemes that make up papers), and sentences. A dictionary contains the semantic component of a language, but also what words (and meanings) are important to the speakers of the language.

The **syntactic component** consists of the rules that enable us to combine morphemes into sentences. As soon as a child uses two morphemes together, as in "more cracker," she is using a syntactic rule about how morphemes are combined to convey meaning.
Oral Language Rules

Like the rules making up the other components, syntactic rules become increasingly complex as the child develops. From combining two morphemes, the child goes on to combine words with suffixes or inflections (-s or -ing, as in papers and eating) and eventually creates questions, statements, commands, etc. She also learns to combine two ideas into one complex sentence, as in "I'll share my crackers if you share your juice."
Language Acquisition

When children develop abilities is always a difficult question to answer. In general...

- Children say their first words between 12 and 18 months of age.
- They begin to use complex sentences by the age of 4 to 4 1/2 years.
- By the time they start kindergarten, children know most of the fundamentals of their language, so that they are able to converse easily with someone who speaks as they do (that is, in their dialect).

As with other aspects of development, language acquisition is not predictable. One child may say her first word at 10 months, another at 20 months. One child may use complex sentences at 5 1/2 years, another at 3 years.
What Infants Like In Books

**Infants 0-6 months**  • Books with simple, large pictures or designs with bright colors.  • Stiff cardboard, "chunky" books, or fold out books that can be propped up in the crib.  • Cloth and soft vinyl books with simple pictures of people or familiar objects that can go in the bath or get washed.

**Infants 6-12 months**  • Board books with photos of other babies.  • Brightly colored "chunky" board books to touch and taste!  • Books with photos of familiar objects like balls and bottles.  • Books with sturdy pages that can be propped up or spread out in the crib or on a blanket.  • Plastic/vinyl books for bath time.  • Washable cloth books to cuddle and mouth.  • Small plastic photo albums of family and friends.
What Young Children Like In Books

Young Toddlers 12-24 months  •Sturdy board books that they can carry.  •Books with photos of children doing familiar things like sleeping or playing.  •Goodnight books for bedtime.  •Books about saying hello and goodbye.  •Books with only a few words on each page.  •Books with simple rhymes or predictable text.  •Animal books of all sizes and shapes.

Toddlers 2-3 years  •Books that tell simple stories.  •Simple rhyming books that they can memorize.  •Bedtime books.  •Books about counting, the alphabet, shapes, or sizes.  •Animal books, vehicle books, books about playtime.  •Books with their favorite TV characters inside.  •Books about saying hello and goodbye.
More Ways To Share Books With Babies & Toddlers

- Make the story come alive (Create voices for the story characters and use your body to tell the story).
- Make it personal talk about your own family, pets, or community when you are reading about others in a story.
- Ask questions about the story, and let children ask questions too!
- Use the story to engage in conversation and to talk about familiar activities and objects.
- Let children tell the story children as young as three years old can memorize a story, and many children love to be creative through storytelling.
More Ways To Share Books With Babies & Toddlers Cont...

- Have Fun) Children can learn from you that books are fun, which is an important ingredient in learning to read.
- A few minutes is OK—Don't worry if you don't finish the story young children can only sit for a few minutes for a story, but as they grow, they will be able to sit longer.
- Talk or sing about the pictures You do not have to read the words to tell a story.
- Let children turn the pages, babies need board books and help turning pages, but a three-year-old can do it alone. Remember, it's OK to skip pages!
- Show children the cover page explain what the story is about.
- Show children the words run your finger along the words as you read them, from left to right.
Ideas That Work


https://www.schoolspecialty.com/little-minds-at-work-science-of-reading-essentials-toolkit-2118137?utm_source=google&utm_medium=shopping&utm_campaign=20372699023&product_id=2118137&ad_group_id=&feed_item_id=&target_id=&gclid=CjwKCAjwvfmoBhAwEiwAG2tqzPpFWQOBxTd1PspLmsfsZ8cB8pKFLMVtxuc0o1m6OdZQxz5ZVv2RoCUCMQAvD_BwE&keyword=&gad_source=1


https://www.lexialearning.com/lexia-by-state/wyoming

https://www.ortongillinghaminternational.org/


https://www.dyslexiatraininginstitute.org/

https://instructionalintensity.com/index.php
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